Promotions Terms &
Conditions
Profit Sharing Bonus - Specific Promotion Terms
1. General Promotion Terms and Conditions apply
2. This offer shall apply only to new deposits to the Classic account type.
3. Any eligible Clients that meet the criteria will be permitted to receive a bonus based on
their deposited sum and according to the percentage as set out on the promotion page.
4. To activate the bonus credit sum on the trading account, the Client shall register only
from the dedicated promotion page and verify the account as per the Company’s terms
and conditions and claim the bonus via email to support@yadix.com
5. All eligible Clients are permitted to hold only one (1) account for the purpose of the
promotion. Multiple account registrations from the same IP or physical address or with
the same registered personal details are not permitted.
6. The bonus can General be used to support the account during drawdown and the bonus
can be lost, should the client’s equity reach the level below the deposited sum, the bonus
will not be removed.
7. This credit will be made available for 60 days only, thereafter, the account will be
considered dormant which will lead to the removal of the bonus and any proportional
profits generated.
8. The sum of the deposit, which received the bonus, becomes available for withdrawal after
the cancellation of the bonus or when the requirements for the trading volume are
fulfilled.
9. The bonus sum is applied to the credit and provides the account with additional trading
power. The bonus sum can be converted and transferred to the client’s real balance upon
the completion of the following trading volumes in the allocated timeframe.
10. Trading requirements for bonus conversion: For every $1 in bonus received the client
must trade 0.2 lots. For example, if 500 USD in bonus is granted, the client must trade
500*0.2 = 100 lots within 60 days.
11. The withdrawal of any part of the deposited sum will lead to the cancellation of the entire
bonus sum and the proportional amount of the profit according to the starting equity
share.
12. Profit gained from trading the bonus funds can be withdrawn proportionally if all terms
stated are fulfilled, and according to the following examples:
Client deposited 1,000 and received 500 in bonus credit.
Account’s
equity

Client’s share

Company’s
share

1,500

66,66% (1, 000)

33,33% (500)

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus not
cancelled
1,000 – 1,000 = 0

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus
cancelled
1,500 – 500 = 1,000

The client trades and generates 500 in trading profits, the account equity is now 2,000:
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Account’s
equity

Client’s share

Company’s
share

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus not
cancelled

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus
cancelled

2,000

66,66%
(1,333.33)

33,33% (666.65)

1,333.33 – 1,000 =
333.33

2000 – 666.65 =
1,333.35

The client trades and generates 500 in trading losses, the account equity is now 1,000:
Account’s
equity

Client’s share
of loss

Company’s
share of loss

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus
not cancelled

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus
cancelled

1,000

100% (500)

0% (0)

500 – 1,000 = 0

1,000 – 500 = 500

The client trades and generates 500 in trading profits, the account equity is now 2,000 and the
client wants to withdraw profit and 500 of the deposited amount:
Account’s
equity

Client’s
Starting Share

2,000

66,66%
(1,333.33)

Company’s
Starting Share

33,33% (666.65)

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus
not cancelled

Funds available to
withdraw, bonus
cancelled

N/A

2000 – 500 (bonus) =
1500 – 499.95
(proportional share)
= 1000.05

13. The bonus or any part of the balance of eligible accounts cannot be transferred to any
other account, failure to comply will lead to the cancellation of the relevant accounts and
the removal of the bonus, the cancellation of all trades and the annulment of any profits
gained.

Welcome Trading Bonus
1. General Promotion Terms and Conditions apply
2. This offer shall apply only to new deposits to the Classic account type.
3. Any eligible Clients that meet the criteria will be permitted to receive a bonus based on
their deposited sum and according to the percentage as set out on the promotion page.
4. To activate the bonus credit sum on the trading account, the Client shall register only
from the dedicated promotion page and verify the account as per the Company’s terms
and conditions and claim the bonus via email to support@yadix.com
5. All eligible Clients are permitted to hold only one (1) account for the purpose of the
promotion. Multiple account registrations from the same IP or physical address or with
the same registered personal details are not permitted.
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6. The bonus can be used to support the account during drawdown and the bonus can be
lost, should the client’s equity reach the level below the deposited sum, the bonus will not
be removed.
7. The bonus sum credited cannot be withdrawn
8. Profits can be withdrawn once trading requirements are met (within 60 days)
9. Trading requirements: For every $1 in bonus received, the Client must trade 0.2 lots. For
example, deposit $200, receive $200 bonus, and in order to withdraw profits the Client
must trade (200*0.2 = 40 lots)
10. This bonus credit will be made available for 60 days only, thereafter, the trading
requirement is not met, the account will be considered dormant which will lead to the
removal of the bonus and any profits generated.
11. Any withdrawals prior to trading requirement completion will be subject to the removal
of bonus credit and any profits generated prior to the withdrawal completion
12. The company reserves the right to change, update or cancel this promotion without the
prior notification.

Welcome Gifts - Specific Promotion Terms
1. General Promotion Terms and Conditions apply
2. This offer shall apply only to new deposits of 250 or more in the equivalent currency of
the Classic trading account type.
3. Any eligible Clients that meet the criteria will be permitted to trade for their choice of
Welcome Gift as published on the promotion page.
4. To activate the promotion, the Client shall register only from the dedicated promotion
page, inform the Company in writing to support@yadix.com of their intentions to join
this promotion and which gift is being traded for before trading commences and verify the
account as per the Company’s terms and conditions.
5. All eligible Clients are permitted to hold only one (1) account for the purpose of the
promotion. Multiple account registrations from the same IP or physical address or with
the same registered personal details are not permitted.
6. The Client must complete the specified volume trading requirements within the allocated
timeframe to claim the Welcome Gift of choice. The client agrees that failure to complete
the requirements within the timeframe will void the promotion and any claims to it.
7. Trading Requirements & Timeframe: The client must complete 50 standard lots on Forex
Pairs within 90 days from the deposit date to qualify for the welcome gift.
8. All claims will be validated, the gift be purchased locally and dispatched to the registered
address of the client. A proof of residence will be requested prior to dispatch. Any import
or clearing charges will be borne by the Client.
9. In case there is delivery, purchase or import restrictions in the Client’s geographical
location, or whenever the Company sees fit, the right is reserved to credit the cash
equivalent to the MT4 trading account balance of the Client.

Rebates (Cash Back) Program - Specific Promotion Terms
1. General Promotion Terms and Conditions apply
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2. This offer shall apply only to Clients that make a new deposit to their trading account of
the equivalent value of the minimal published amount on the promotions page unless
otherwise communicated between the Company and participating Client.
3. Any eligible Clients that meet the criteria will be able to join the Rebate (Cash Back)
program for its duration as long as the minimal requirements are achieved and
maintained.
4. To activate the promotion, the Client shall register only from the dedicated promotion
page, inform the Company in writing to support@yadix.com of their intentions to join
this promotion before trading commences and verify the account as per the Company’s
terms and conditions.
5. All eligible Clients are permitted to receive the Rebate rate per lot traded as set out on the
Promotion page, unless otherwise communicated between the Company and participating
Client.
6. The minimal trade volume is set out on the promotion page unless otherwise
communicated between the Company and participating Client.
7. The Client must complete the specified volume trading requirements within the allocated
timeframe and maintain the minimum account balance to continue the Rebates into the
subsequent month.
8. Trading Requirements & Timeframe: The client must complete the standard lots on Forex
Pairs each month as published on the promotions page or unless otherwise communicated
between the Company and participating Client to qualify for this promotion.
9. Failure to complete the required minimal lots and to maintain the minimal account
balance will lead to the annulment of any rebates generated or due.
10. The Client must claim the Rebate sum for the previous month by sending an email to
support@yadix.com and include their MT4 account number and the number of lots traded
on FX pairs during the previous month. This submission must be received between the 1st
and 5th day of each month. Failure to submit the claim on time will lead to the annulment
of any rebates generated or due.
11. All claims will be validated, and any verified and due Rebate amount will be credited to
the trading account, this may take up to 48 hours business hours.

Signals Subscription - Specific Promotion Terms
1. General Promotion Terms and Conditions apply
2. This offer shall apply only to Clients that make a new deposit to their trading account of
the equivalent value of the minimal published amount on the promotions page.
3. Any eligible Clients that meet the criteria will receive a Signals Subscription on a monthby-month basis.
4. To activate the promotion, the Client shall register only from the dedicated promotion
page, inform the Company in writing to support@yadix.com of their intentions to join
this promotion before trading commences and verify the account as per the Company’s
terms and conditions.
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5. All eligible Clients are permitted to receive a monthly access to the Signals Subscription
portal for the purpose of the promotion.
6. It is the full responsibility of the client to monitor the Portal and execute any trades they
see fit to their own trading account. Under no circumstances can the information received
in the Portal as a recommendation to engage in any trade or investment, investors are
advised to carefully consider this form of investment before entering this program.
7. The Company gives no warranty for the accuracy of the Signals, the Signals is provided
by a third-party service, the Company accepts no responsibility for failures, losses or
other issues that may be caused.
8. The Client must complete the specified volume trading requirements within the allocated
timeframe to renew the Signals Subscription. The client agrees that failure to complete
the requirements within the timeframe will automatically void the Promotion and any
claims to it. Cancellation of the Promotion may occur without any prior notifications or
warnings
9. Trading Requirements & Timeframe: The client must complete the standard lots on Forex
Pairs each month as published on the promotions page.
10. Should the client fail to achieve the monthly lots requirement (set out on the promotions
page), the client will be required to pay the Signals subscription fee of 20 USD per month
and agrees to have this sum deducted from the MT4 trading account’s balance.
11. All claims will be validated, the Signals subscription purchased and dispatched to the
registered email address of the client, this may take up to 24 hours business hours.

VPS - Specific Promotion Terms
1. General Promotion Terms and Conditions apply
2. This offer shall apply only to Clients that make a new deposit to their trading account of
the equivalent value of the minimal published amount on the promotions page.
3. Any eligible Clients that meet the criteria will receive a VPS Subscription on a month-bymonth basis.
4. To activate the promotion, the Client shall register only from the dedicated promotion
page, inform the Company in writing to support@yadix.com of their intentions to join
this promotion before trading commences and verify the account as per the Company’s
terms and conditions.
5. All eligible Clients are permitted to receive one VPS per active trading account for the
purpose of the promotion as long as the minimal requirements are met.
6. It is the full responsibility of the client to monitor and maintain the VPS facility including
implementing regular windows updates. The Company is not responsible to monitor the
VPS functionality, nor the settings implemented within the VPS.
7. The Client agrees and accepts that the VPS is provided by a third-party service, the
Company accepts no responsibility for failures, downtime or any other issues that may
cause disturbance to trading.
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8. The Client must complete the specified volume trading requirements within the allocated
timeframe to renew the VPS subscription. The client agrees that failure to complete the
requirements within the timeframe will automatically void the Promotion and any claims
to it. Cancellation of the Promotion may occur without any prior notifications or warnings
9. Trading Requirements & Timeframe: The client must complete the standard lots on Forex
Pairs each month as published on the promotions page.
10. Should the Client fail to achieve the monthly lots requirement (set out on the promotions
page), the client will be required to pay the VPS subscription fee of 30 USD per month
and agrees to have this sum deducted from the MT4 trading account’s balance.
11. All claims will be validated, the VPS subscription purchased and dispatched to the
registered email address of the client, this may take up to 24 hours business hours.

No Deposit Bonus - Specific Promotion Terms
1.
2.
3.
4.

General Promotion Terms and Conditions apply
This offer shall apply only to newly registered accounts.
Any eligible Clients that meet the criteria will be permitted to receive a no deposit bonus
To activate the credit sum on the trading account, the Client shall register only from the
dedicated promotion page and verify the account as per the Company’s terms and
conditions.
5. All eligible Clients are permitted to hold only one (1) account for the purpose of the
promotion. Multiple account registrations from the same IP or physical address or with
the same registered personal details are not permitted.
6. The bonus or any part of the balance of eligible accounts cannot be transferred to any
other account, failure to comply will lead to the cancellation of the relevant accounts.
7. This credit will be made available for 14 days only, thereafter, the account will be
considered dormant which will lead to the removal of the bonus and any associated
balances.
8. The bonus sum credited is applied purely for trading purposes and cannot be withdrawn.
9. One withdrawal of the profits generated from trading this promotion is allowed provided
that the required trading volume is completed fully. Trading requirements are for every $1
in profit generated the client must trade 0.2 lots. For example, if 50 USD in profit is
generated, the client must trade 50*0.2 = 10 lots before the withdrawal will be processed.
The client must trade at least the minimum total trading volume of 50 micro lots (0.50
standard lots) prior to withdrawing. Only volumes generated on FX pairs count towards
the volume requirements, trades on other symbols will not count towards the volume
requirements.
10. Clients from Vietnam, India and Pakistan are excluded from this promotion
11. Any withdrawal from the account will lead to the removal of the bonus credited amount
and any remaining balance.

Conditions of Eligibility for Promotions
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1. Subject to, and without prejudice to, all other Terms and Policies, the offers and
promotions listed herein are available to Clients who have met the Eligibility Criteria for
the offer as set out hereinafter.
2. Promotions maybe offered from time to time to Clients that open a live trading account.
3. Promotions are available to Clients that meet the eligibility criteria of each promotion.
4. The Company, at its discretion, offers promotions to any Client(s) and/or any countries /
regions as it deems appropriate and for as long as the Company deems to provide it.
5. Only persons who can legally register under the laws applicable in their country of
residence may participate. Participation in the promotion is restricted to persons over 18
or the legal age in their country of residence ("minors"). The Company is not responsible
to identify eligibility in the jurisdiction.
6. Any Client that is not eligible to receive the promotion according to the definitions
herein, may at the Company’s discretion, have their account voided, including any bonus
sum and annul and gains generated from their account activity.
7. It remains the responsibility of the Client to satisfy themselves with the specific terms and
conditions or limitations of each promotion before choosing to participate. By choosing to
participate to the promotions listed herein, the participating Client agrees to all the terms
and conditions listed without exception.
8. By taking part in any of the promotions listed herein, the client is giving unreserved
permission to feature/publish their name, location and any promotional information on
any website/webpage or marketing campaigns owned or operated by the Company. The
client also agrees to receive other promotional messages via any or all communication
channels.

General Terms
1) It may take up to 48 normal business hours to verify eligibility and activate account
applications for any promotion for Clients that meet the eligibility criteria.
2) Each promotion listed cannot be claimed in conjunction with any other promotions
simultaneously and each promotion is available to use independently.
3) 1 lot is equal to 100,000 units of any currency pair (FX) opened and closed (buy or sell)
traded on the MT4 platform.
4) All calculations are made only on positions that have been closed and will be based on the
closed time and date.
5) The following orders are not considered in the calculation of traded volume: Orders
closed before the account was deposited to participate in the promotion, orders closed
with zero profit or loss, orders with the trading result which is less than three pips, orders
with less than three minutes difference between the trade open and closed times, orders
that are hedged and orders traded on any other symbols.
6) Volumes traded can be verified from the trading platform, by running a history report
found under the Account History tab.
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7) In the result of the trading account reaching a negative balance, the Client grants
permission to the Company to utilise any forthcoming promotional awards to offset any
such negative balance.
8) The Company reserves the right to decline the registration of any participant in any
promotion should there be any suspicion of abuse, attempted abuse, tampering, or
attempted tampering with the operation, or breaches to these terms and/or any other terms
as set forth on Company’s website, whether proven or suspected at the entire discretion of
the Company.
9) The company reserves the right to exclude any country or territory from this promotion at
any time and without prior notice.
10) This promotion is intended for personal trading only and is not available for use with
managed accounts, trade copying or any other trading method where trading decisions are
made or influenced by a third party. Moreover, if there is any suspicion or indication of
forex arbitrage trading, bonus abuse or any other form of manipulation, including but not
limited to risk free profiting or trading activity patterns that indicate that the Client aims
to benefit financially from the credit trading bonus without being genuinely interested in
trading in the markets and/or taking market risk, the company, at its absolute discretion
reserves the right to remove all bonuses from all trading accounts connected to the client,
disqualify the client from all future bonuses and/or close or suspend all orders and annul
all profits gained. The company also reserves the right to close all associated accounts
temporarily or permanently. The company shall not be liable for any ramification endured
due to promotion cancellation including the Stop Out of any trading account.
11) The Company reserves the right to alter, amend, terminate, or discontinue the offering of
this promotion any anytime, at its entire discretion, including altering the terms which
will appear in this document.
12) Partners or referring parties that choose to promote this promotion understand that whilst
referred Clients can participate (unless otherwise communicated), the activity will not
generate referral commissions.
13) Under no circumstances shall the Company be liable for any consequences of any trading
bonus cancelation or refusal, including, but not limited to, order(s) closure or Stop Out.
14) Any request from any Client to discontinue their participation in any of the promotions
must do so in writing, via email to support@yadix.com
15) Registering for promotions constitutes the acceptance of these, and all other Terms and
Conditions and Policies as set forth on the Company’s website, including the general
promotion terms and conditions.
16) Any withdrawals from accounts participating in promotions are available according to the
Company’s withdrawal procedures and policies.
17) If any of the Company’s Terms and Conditions have been translated from English to any
other language, then the English version shall always prevail.
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